
“Very friendly people.”

“Like our home.”

“Like a family.”

“Dance party.”

“We met people from all over!”

“Great sharing experience.”

“Fun. Fun. Fun!”

What they said about us



Every visitor upon boarding the ship will have the chance to enjoy a delicious mediterranean breakfast escorted by a 
panoramic view of the blue waters of the Saronic Gulf. 

During the noon hours, when the appetite arises, the delight launches by the freshly cooked creations being prepared daily 
for all passengers, our prominent chef, drawing inspiration from Greek and Mediterranean cuisine. Delicacies made of fine, 
pure and freshly chosen materials compose a gastronomical trip of taste, for all of our guests.

As dozens of our passengers have 
confided us, "they came to cruise but 
were thrilled with fun." Our live 
orchestra with its beautiful rhythms 
but also our dancing crew with its 
vivacity and cheerfulness will transmit 
to the passengers the spark of the 
Greek entertainment, making every-
body a great company which will sing 
and dance together on the foam of the 
Greek sea.

When the mood of the passengers 
starts to rise, we put a hand, for it to 
take off. In the two beautiful bars 
located onboard, our specialized bar 
tenders will serve the most unique, 
colorful and tasteful cocktails.

Bars

Throughout the cruise, the passengers 
may use freely the free WiFi of the 
ship, while the mobile telephony 
transponders established on the ship, 
guarantee an excellent 3G signal. 
Furthermore, audiovisual systems of 
the latest technology with large LCD 
monitors are available at any time for 
the  cover of any need that may arise.

Comfort & Equipment

In case a passenger has specific diet based needs, our experienced staff will gladly prepare a special menu
 to cover explicitly his taste needs.

Entertainment & Μusic

Our cuisine and the buffet



Our ship, Kassandra Delphinous, a unique vessel of 45 meters  and capacity of 344 people, has in its interior, two luxurious 
and comfortable lounges, a spacious deck that is used for lunch, fun and relaxation of the passengers on comfortable pillows 
and loungers, with the view of the Saronic Gulf, and numerous ancillary facilities to meet every need and desire during trip. 

In full compliance with the strictest International and European safety rules, our ship promises to our passengers a safe and 
carefree cruise, even in the most difficult weather conditions.

Kassandra Delphinous



Transportation from and to the ship

Upon request, Olympic Cruises is able to offer comfortable and timely transposition, of the passengers,
from and to the Marina Flisvos thanks to its luxurious private buses available.

First station is the cosmopolitan Hydra, with its cobbled streets, the untouched -for centuries – outstanding architectural 
wealth and the traditional means of transportation that someone encounters on the island, its donkeys, will make its 
visitors fall in love with her at the first glance. 

Next stop is the port of Poros. An evergreen island , with unsurpassed natural beauty and thousands of  pines extending 
from the rugged coasts to the sandy beaches, making it the island of romance and recreation.

Last station the historical Aegina. The largest island of the Saronic Gulf, which got its name from the beautiful bride who 
was abducted by Zeus. Aegina is famous all over the world for two things. Its delicious peanuts and its beautiful virgin 
beaches.

The islands
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Cruise ship:
KASSANDRA DELPHINIOUS

Departures:
Daily

07:10 - 07:50

Point of departure:

Boarding time:

08:00
Time of departure:

19:30
Time of return:

TAE KWON DO Indoor Sports Centre,
Marina Flisvos, P. Faliro

Duration of stay

1 hour and
50 mins

HYDRA POROS AEGINA

1 hour 2 hours and
15 minutes

Useful information




